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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
10/02/14  

No fundamental bottoming seen but ECB action might support  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -1.60, SILVER -19.90, PLATINUM -15.60  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,214.50 +$6.00 from prior AM  
LME Copper Stocks 152,050 tons -900 tons. Shanghai Deliverable Stocks 
+4,849 tons  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets traded lower during the overnight and early 
morning hours, with follow-through weakness coming after yesterday's selloff in US markets and concerns over 
latest round of lackluster global manufacturing figures. Additional factors weighing on market sentiment this 
morning are expectations surrounding an ECB monetary policy decision, and perhaps some disappointment that 
the bank may disappoint on future quantitative easing measures. The Japanese Nikkei plunged 2.6% overnight 
and fell to its lowest level since September 5th, with concerns over global growth and a measure of strength in the 
Yen. European shares were also negative ahead of this morning's ECB policy meeting decision, with the FTSE 
100 falling to its lowest level since mid-April. The December S&P 500 grinded lower during the early morning 
hours, but was able to hold above yesterday's new six week low (1934.00). An added source of concern comes 
with WTI crude oil falling below the $89 level, potential economic fallout from the latest US Ebola scare and an 
index of small-cap shares falling into correction territory.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
Gold and silver showed some positive action Wednesday in the wake of what appeared to be a reversal in the 
Dollar and prices tried to mount a recovery attempt overnight, but failed to sustain an upward bias. It is also 
possible that significant pressure in US equities, reports of an Ebola case in the US and a recovery in oil prices 
prompted some short covering buying in gold and silver, but we still haven't seen a specific fundamental headline 
shift to suggest a bottom is in place in the precious metals. While gold and silver might be hopeful of some 
support from additional ECB QE, sharp declines in oil prices and weakness in a host of physical commodity 
markets rekindles the deflationary slowing theme in the marketplace again. We continue to think silver is a little 
more attractive for eventual buy than gold, partially because we suspect the net spec long in silver is already at 
some of the most "liquidated" levels in modern trading times and we are also seeing a little more investment 
interest in silver derivative instruments than is being seen in gold. However, it will be an extremely difficult task to 
derail the Dollar rally which has been in the bull's camp for most of the last 4 months especially with the Dollar 
likely to benefit from dovish ECB talk later this morning. On the other hand, the markets will see a series of 
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extremely important US employment reports directly ahead with this morning US claims expected to show a slight 
rise that could temporarily undermine the Dollar and give the gold market a chance to respect this week's lows. 
Gold derivative holdings declined again by 94,371 ounces overnight with silver derivative holdings also declining 
by 3,220 ounces.  

 

PLATINUM  
Nearby platinum prices were able to engineer a low to high recovery bounce of roughly $25 an ounce on 
Wednesday, and for some that hints at a temporarily sold-out market. A big range down extension was also 
rejected in palladium with a low to high bounce Wednesday afternoon of roughly $21 an ounce! While platinum 
and palladium were able to bounce significantly off their lows, the bull camp probably wanted to see stronger US 
vehicle sales than were reported yesterday and the bull camp has to be a little disappointed with prices drifting 
back down toward this week's lows in this morning's trade. Chrysler sales were strong but Ford sales were 
disappointing and with US equities ranging down sharply this week that might leave a negative macroeconomic 
bias in place for the PGM sector today. Like gold, PGM prices are facing a difficult junction ahead, as good US 
data ahead might spur even more Dollar gains even though decent data could also help shore up sagging 
demand expectations for industrial metals. While some PGM mining companies are showing signs of operating 
pressure again, until there is a distinct fresh physical supply threat, the risk of picking a bottom might be too high 
for the potential reward.  

 

While lingering weakness in global equities is starting to foment fresh stimulus action from a host of Central 
Banks, we have not seen a specific fundamental event to expect a fundamental bottoming. The trend in the Dollar 
remains up until the markets are presented with definitive disappointing US data and that seems unlikely! In fact, 
most soft US data points of late have been accompanied by positive data and therefore the Dollar doesn't look to 
be knocked off its pedestal soon. In fact, if the ECB launches fresh QE this morning that could give the Dollar 
another push into new highs. Critical support in December gold is seen at $1,206.60 and then again down at 
$1,204.30. Another failure would be seen this morning with a decline below $1,262.70 in January platinum!  

 

 
COPPER COMMENTARY  
10/02/14  
Pushed into the market we favor selling rallies  

 

GENERAL: While copper did see a lower low probe on Wednesday, the 
December contract was initially able to respect the potentially critical 
psychological support point of $3.00. Some buyers were cheered by a lack of 
downward deterioration in Chinese factory activity readings, while others were 
simply hopeful of upcoming central bank support from either the ECB or the 
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PBOC. In fact, some traders think the PBOC might decide to step up stimulus in an effort to countervail the drag 
of the Hong Kong protests, especially if those protests are sustained beyond the national holiday. However, to 
throw off an entrenched downward pattern in copper prices might require one or more of the following: aggressive 
ECB easing, fresh PBOC easing or strong hints from the US Fed that they are set to leave interest rates lows for 
a long period of time. We also think the bull camp will need to see some softening of the Chinese government 
stance toward the calls for Democracy in Hong Kong for copper prices to mount anything but fleeting short-
covering action ahead. Another issue that might signal the prospect of something other than short-covering would 
be a decline in the December Dollar Index back below 85.59.  

 

Some respect for the $3.00 level should discourage the bear camp but until there is an "all clear" in Hong Kong, 
more optimism in global equity markets or a series of declines in the Dollar, getting long carries too much risk 
relative to reward. Other than an extremely oversold spec and fund positioning there is no reason not to see a 
temporary slide below $3.00, especially if upcoming US data rekindles buying in the Dollar.  
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